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This premium sampler pack is the perfect opportunity to ‘Treat Yo Self’ this season. Starting with 
Bittersweet Dreams, an 8.5% Imperial Chocolate Stout brewed with cocoa nibs, it delivers the perfect 
balance of bitter and sweet. Up next is the fourth experimental 8% DIPA of our Banger Series, Banger 
#4, which highlights Hop Hash for intense hop flavor and aroma. Alongside Banger #4 is another 
heavy hitter, Best Day of The Year, a 9% sparkling Imperial IPA that utilizes a blend of Hallertau Blanc, 
Riwaka, and Rakau hops to deliver loads of stone fruit and tropical hop aromas and flavors. Last, but 
certainly not least, a beer that needs no introduction, our bold Flagship Double IPA, Boomsauce. At 8% 
ABV and a complex hop profile conisiting of six different hops that produce tropical fruit and earthy 
flavors, Boomsauce is your way to celebrate no matter the occasion. Loaded with this delicious variety 
of beer, you're sure to be the life of the party. 
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Our sparkling Imperial IPA utilizes a 
blend of Hallertau Blanc, Riwaka, and 
Rakau hops to deliver loads of stone 
fruit and tropical hop aromas and 
flavors. Effervescent with an excep-
tionally dry finish, it's the perfect 
concoction for a celebration.

the best day of the year

imperial ipa

9.0% ABV

Our fourth experimental DIPA of our 
Banger Series highlights Hop Hash for 
intense hop flavor and aroma so thick 
you can almost chew it. This raw, 
unpolished, sticky, oily, intensely 
concentrated lupulin is so rich with hop 
character that we just had to use it in 
this brew.

banger #4

double ipa

8.0% ABV

A rich and dreamy Imperial Stout 
brewed with cocoa nibs for added 
dark chocolate flavor. The perfect 
balance between bitter and sweet 
with decadent, roasty aromas and a 
velvety full-body.

bittersweet dreams

imperial stout with chocolate

8.5% ABV

Our flagship beer is a big bold Double 
IPA with a complex hop profile. With 
six different hops, it hits you with 
strong tropical fruit flavors before 
mellowing out to finish with a hint of 
earthiness.

boomsauce

double ipa

8.0% ABV


